
English 1101/1102  
Multimodal Reflective E-Portfolio  
Instructions (Spring 2021) 

ASSIGNMENT  SUMMARY 
For the culminating assignment in English 1101 and 1102, you will finalize and submit a 

multimodal reflective portfolio in lieu of a final exam. For your multimodal reflective portfolio, 

you select evidence from your body of work produced in the course, provide a context for this 

evidence, and describe the ways in which the evidence supports your argument that you have 

grown as a communicator. 

This instructional guide for the required multimodal reflective portfolio provides information 

about your portfolio’s rhetorical situation (including audience, purpose, and context) and the 

contents of the portfolio. 

RHETORICAL  SITUATION  OF  THE  ENGL  1101/1102  PORTFOLIO 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of the multimodal reflective e-portfolio is to demonstrate and reflect about how well 

you have met the outcomes established for English 1101 and 1102 at Georgia Tech. English 

1101 and 1102 both emphasize the composition of research-based multimodal arguments 

through a rigorous, rhetorically sensitive, and reflective process designed to teach the habits of 

effective communication. Each section of 1101 and 1102 also has additional, theme-specific 

course outcomes that are included in your course syllabus. 

AUDIENCE 

While your instructor is the primary audience for your portfolio, your instructor is not the only 

audience. Secondary audiences for the portfolio include other instructors from the Writing and 

Communication Program at Georgia Tech, who read and evaluate your Canvas e-portfolio for 

programmatic assessment purposes. For this reason, you should assume your audience did not 

participate in your specific English class but is familiar with Georgia Tech’s Writing and 

Communication Program.  

NOTE: PROGRAMMATIC ASSESSMENT OCCURS AFTER THE SEMESTER IS OVER AND DOES NOT AFFECT 

YOUR GRADE, GPA, OR RECORD—ONLY YOUR COURSE INSTRUCTOR DETERMINES YOUR COURSE GRADE. 

 

REFLECTION 

When you explain why you made a change in revising a draft, you are more likely to remember 

that reason the next time you are faced with a similar composing task. Thus, a reflective portfolio 

serves multiple purposes for your learning. Most important, it requires you to reflect about your 

learning over the course of the semester, a concept called metacognition. Many research studies 

indicate that this reflection work improves your ability to transfer your strategic knowledge 
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about effective communication practices to other situations—such as other classes and jobs. 

Careful reflection on your work gives you a chance to continue building your skills. Being able 

to document your choices and reflecting on why you made them is important practice for 

workplace self-assessments often necessary for review/promotion processes. 

In a portfolio, the quality of evidence (what you did) is as important as the reflection (why you 

did it). Reflection always begins with evidence, but it never ends there. You should identify not 

only what you did, but why you did it in relationship to the outcomes of the course. For example, 

if you want to discuss the ways you revised the organization of a paper or poster, you need to 

explain why you changed the organization. Why is the new organization more effective? How 

does it respond to the audience or reflect the purpose of your artifact? By answering these 

questions, you not only demonstrate your engagement in the writing process but you also 

demonstrate that you have developed a clearer understanding about the ways in which the 

sequence of your points might persuade your audience. 

CONTENTS  OF  THE  PORTFOLIO 
OVERVIEW 

In order to demonstrate that you have met the goals of the course, you will compile a portfolio of 

your best work using the online Canvas e-portfolio application. The purpose of your portfolio is 

to demonstrate the ways your habits of effective communication have developed and expanded 

over the course of the semester. 

Your portfolio is a collection of individual pages you create (one for the reflective essay and one 

for each artifact). Your audiences will be interested in both the quality of the selected artifacts 

and the quality of your reflections as they consider your portfolio. They are also interested in the 

process documents (blogs, memos, drafts, feedback, brainstorms, etc.) that you provide in 

support of your artifacts and reflections. You should make design choices (emphasis, contrast, 

organization, alignment, and proximity—see WOVENText 119-125) to respond to audience 

needs and demonstrate your proficiency in WOVEN communication. 

Your portfolio must include the following pages in your portfolio: 

1. Reflective Introduction to the Portfolio: A page for a 1,200-1,800 word essay that 

introduces your portfolio and strategically employs multimodal elements such as images, 

videos, audio files, and/or links to accompany your text and demonstrate to your audience 

how your communication habits have evolved. 

2. Artifact 0: A page for your multimodal diagnostic video, which you produced during the 

first week of class, along with a reflection answering the directed reflection questions about 

the artifact (see page 7 for the reflection questions). 

3. Artifacts 1-3: A page for each of three additional artifacts that together best reflect your 

work and development in the course, along with an introductory paragraph and short 

reflections (150-200 words) answering the directed reflection questions for each artifact (see 

page 7). These artifacts must be chosen to highlight your development in all WOVEN modes 

(see Choosing Your Artifacts on page 6). 

 
H INT:  STRO NG ARTIF AC T PAGE S  W ILL  TYPICALLY  H AVE  FO UR CO MPO NE NTS—TH E  ARTIF ACT ,  A  

BRIE F  INTRO DUCTIO N TO  TH E  ARTIF ACT ,  TH E  SH O RT RE F LECTIO N ,  AND PRO CE SS  DO CUME NTS .  
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ADDING PRO CE SS  DO CUME NTS IN SUPPO RT OF  ALL  O F YO UR ARTIF ACTS  AND RE F LE CTIO NS CAN 

H E LP STRE NGTH E N YO UR O VE RALL  ARGUME NT ABO UT YO UR DE VE LO PME NT AS  A CO MMUNICATO R .  

COMPOSING THE REFLECTIVE INTRODUCTION TO THE PORTFOLIO 

Write a reflective essay of 1,200-1,800 words that makes an argument about your work this 

semester, focusing on the artifacts you chose for your portfolio. The essay not only introduces 

the portfolio; it also introduces the artifacts that serve as evidence for your argument for your 

growth as a thoughtful communicator. Your reflective essay should be multimodal, including 

images, screen shots, embedded video, sound, and/or other media that support your case. 

However, your reflective essay need not cover everything you learned in the course. Instead, 

it should be focused on the most important learning—concepts, strategies, skills, practices, 

approaches—that you acquired, in relation both to the course outcomes and to your own 

priorities as a student. 

H INT:  YO U MAY W ANT TO  TH INK OF  TH IS  E SSAY  AS  A W AY TO  H E LP YO UR RE ADE RS  UNDE RSTAND 

AND MAKE  SE NSE  OF  THE  W O RK YO U DID TH IS  SE ME STE R AND ALLO W  T HE M TO  UNDE RSTAND TH E  

W AYS YO U DE VE LO PE D AS  A CO MMUNICATO R .  

Your reflective essay should do the following intellectual work: 

• Analyze evidence from your portfolio in order to make a specific and focused argument 

about your own intellectual growth as a communicator in this course. 

• Articulate the intellectual and communicative priorities of the course as you understand 

them (see the list of course outcomes on the syllabus and also consider your instructor’s 

goals concerning the content of your course). 

• Reflect upon your strengths and weaknesses in relation to the stated course outcomes. 

• Describe the methods and modes that were the focus of your communicative work in the 

course. 

• Articulate areas and strategies you would like to focus on for continued improvement. 

• Practice multimodality, including images, screen shots, embedded video, sound, and/or 

other media that supports your general argument about your growth. 

Remember, your reflective essay need not cover everything you learned in the course. Instead, it 

should reflect the most important learning—concepts, strategies, skills, practices, approaches—

that you acquired, in relation both to the course outcomes stated by your instructor and to your 

own priorities as a student. 

H INT:  YO U SH O ULD NO T S IMPLY  W RITE  A PAR AGRAP H  ABO UT E ACH  TO PIC  IN TH IS O RDE R .  

RATH E R ,  JUST AS  YO U W O ULD W ITH  ANY ASS IGNME NT IN TH IS  CO URSE ,  YO U SH O ULD DE TE RMINE  

W H AT WO ULD BE  THE  MO ST EF FE CTIVE  APPRO ACH  GIVE N YO UR AUDIE NCE ,  PURPO SE ,  ARGUME NT ,  

AND CO NTE XT .  IN O THE R WO RDS ,  TH IS  E SSAY  SH O ULD PRO VE  W H AT YO U H AVE  LE ARNE D NO T 

O NLY  BY  ANALYZ ING WH AT YO U H AVE  LE ARNE D IN E ACH  ARTIF ACT BUT ALSO  BY  E NACTING TH AT 

KNO W LE DGE  IN TH IS  E SSAY .  (FO R E XAMPLE ,  IF  YO U SAY  YO U H AVE LE ARNE D TO BE TTE R O RGANIZ E  

YO UR ARGUME NTS TO  PE RSUADE  YO UR AUDIE NCE ,  YOUR RE F LE CTIVE  E S SAY  SH O ULD BE  A WE LL -  

O RGANIZ E D ARGUME NT TH AT PE RSUADE S YO UR RE ADE RS  OF  YO UR CO MPE TE NCE . )  
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Example 1 is an ENGL 1102 reflective essay created using Canvas. The essay displays vertically 

and includes written text and related embedded images. The student-creator used multiple 

Canvas tools (refer to the technical instructions below for examples) to highlight the multimodal 

qualities associated with their reflective essay within this portfolio.   

NOTE: RATHER THAN LINKING YOU DIRECTLY TO A STUDENT PORTFOLIO, WHICH CONTAINS PERSONALLY 

IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUCH AS IDS AND NAMES, WE HAVE ELECTED TO SHARE SCREENSHOTS 

WITH YOU. THESE SCREENSHOTS (BEST VIEWED WITH MAGNIFYING FEATURES) ARE MEANT TO GIVE YOU 

A GLIMPSE OF WHAT PREVIOUS STUDENTS HAVE CREATED USING CANVAS.  REMEMBER, EACH 

PORTFOLIO IS AN INDIVIDUAL CREATION! 

CHOOSING YOUR ARTIFACTS 

For Artifact Pages 1-3, you want to choose three different, major artifacts that you produced in 

your ENGL 1101 or 1102 course that reflect your growth across all WOVEN modes for the 

course of the semester. You will use these three artifacts as evidence to support the argument you 

make in your reflective essay. When choosing your three artifacts, you must be sure to meet the 

following requirements.  

• At least one artifact must emphasize standard written English. Example artifacts include 

essays, reports, proposals, or blog posts. 

• At least one artifact must have been completed as an individual effort. 

• At least one artifact must emphasize oral and non-verbal communication. Example 

artifacts include speeches, presentations, podcasts, and performances. 

• At least one artifact must reflect intentional visual design. Example artifacts include 

pamphlets, posters, presentation aids, videos, visual art, websites, or reports/essays with 

intentional design. 

• At least one artifact must reflect electronic communication. Example artifacts include 

websites, wiki pages, blogs, Twitter feeds, video, or audio. 

• At least one artifact must reflect a substantial revision process. The revision process must 

be exemplified through process documents, the most common of which are multiple drafts. 

Other options include brainstorming notes, outlines, proposals, drafts with peer review 

letters, draft cover letters, video reflections, etc. 

Note that each of your artifacts will meet more than one of these requirements. For example, a 

blog post that includes text, visuals, and links to other websites would fulfill the requirements for 

standard written English, intentional visual design, electronic communication, and likely the 

individual effort requirements. If the blog post included multiple drafts, it would also fulfill the 

substantial revision process requirement. The three artifacts you collect in the portfolio must 

together meet all of the requirements listed above.  

NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A RECORDED ORAL/NON-VERBAL ARTIFACT (FOR EXAMPLE, YOU DID A 

CLASS PRESENTATION OR PERFORMANCE THAT WAS NOT RECORDED), YOU SHOULD SUBMIT A DETAILED 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ORAL AND NON-VERBAL COMPONENTS OF YOUR PRESENTATION/PERFORMANCE 

ALONG WITH A SCRIPT, HANDOUT, AND/OR POWERPOINT/PREZI THAT ACCOMPANIED THE 

PRESENTATION. 

http://tinyurl.com/y9auc8tv
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COMPOSING YOUR ARTIFACT REFLECTIONS 

For artifacts 0, 1, 2, and 3, write a one-paragraph introduction (150-200 words) to the 

artifact that articulates your intellectual process in composing this artifact. Put another way, 

explain where your ideas came from and the ways they evolved during the course of the project. 

You should also discuss ways the composing processes (examples: prewriting, outlining, 

drafting, peer reviewing, revising, editing) affected your intellectual process, and vice versa. 

After the introductory paragraph, answer each of the five reflection questions below, composing 

one to three bullet points in response to each question. 

1. Goals: What were the main intellectual goals of the assignment? Please situate these 

goals in terms of the course theme and in terms of the communication strategies you 

were to learn or practice. 

2. Argument/Purpose: What is your argument or purpose? How did you make the 

argument or purpose visible and persuasive in your artifact? 

3. Audience: Who is the intended audience for your artifact; why is this an appropriate 

audience? How is your choice of audience reflected in your artifact? 

4. Defining Features: What are the defining features of the genre or media that you are 

using in this project? How do you make use of these features? 

5. Ideas for Revision: If you had more time for revision, what would you change and why? 

H INT:  S INCE  TH E  REF LE CTIO N QUE STIO NS ARE  CO MMO N ACRO SS  ALL  ARTIF ACT PAGE S  AND E -
PO RTF O LIO S ,  YO U DO  NO T NEE D TO RE PRO DUCE  E ACH  QUE STIO N IN F ULL ,  BUT INSTE AD CAN USE  

H E ADINGS L IKE  “GO ALS ,”  “ARGUME NT/PURPO SE”  AND “AUDIE NCE”  TO LABE L  YO UR BULLE T 

PO INTS .  

Example 2 is an ENGL 1102 Artifact page composed in Canvas with an introduction, embedded 

media, and reflection. This student-creator also used multiple Canvas tools to showcase the 

multimodal aspects of a specific project, in this case, a picture book detailing scientific concepts 

created in Dr. Rebekah Fitzsimmons’ Fall 2018 class.  

NOTE: RATHER THAN LINKING YOU DIRECTLY TO A STUDENT PORTFOLIO, WHICH CONTAINS PERSONALLY 

IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION SUCH AS IDS AND NAMES, WE HAVE ELECTED TO SHARE SCREENSHOTS 

WITH YOU. THESE SCREENSHOTS (BEST VIEWED WITH MAGNIFYING FEATURES) ARE MEANT TO GIVE YOU 

A GLIMPSE OF WHAT PREVIOUS STUDENTS HAVE CREATED USING CANVAS.  REMEMBER, EACH 

PORTFOLIO IS AN INDIVIDUAL CREATION! 

PORTFOLIO  CREATION  TIPS 
COMPOSING YOUR WORK 

• Compose your text in a word processing application (Word, Google Docs, etc.) for easy 

editing before placing it in the Canvas portfolio system. Be sure to regularly save your work! 

• Carefully title each artifact. Titling each artifact helps give focus and shows how you are 

thinking about the artifact’s purpose in the portfolio. 

http://tinyurl.com/y6s2re7t
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FORMATTING YOUR WORK 

• Consider your reader as you format your Canvas pages; it is easier for a reader to click on an 

embedded video than for them to click through to another page, download a file, open a new 

application and watch a video. 

• Structure the layout and format of your page carefully so your artifact is easy to find and to 

differentiate from supporting process documents. Your artifact should be the main feature of 

the artifact page. Use subsections, headers, and/or labels to enhance clarity and organization. 

PROCESS DOCUMENTS 

• Provide sufficient process documents for your artifact to accurately reflect your work and 

support your argument about your process and intellectual development in the course. 

• If you have multiple drafts or process steps, show all of them instead of picking and choosing 

among them. Remember that drafts might be in different modes/media than the final product. 

• You are encouraged to show your processes for more than a single artifact. Ideally, your 

portfolio would include 1-2 process documents for each artifact, and 3 or more for your 

artifact(s) reflecting significant revision. 

• Include all elements of a project on its artifact page. For example, a presentation might 

include a video of you speaking, an embedded PowerPoint, and a script; all three pieces 

make up the final artifact. Label each appropriately: Final Artifact Video, Final Artifact 

PowerPoint, and Final Artifact Script. 

• If you wrote an artist’s statement to go along with a creative piece, include both the statement 

and the creative piece. 

ARCHIVING DIGITAL WORK 

• Screenshots are not a sufficient replacement for a full website or social media page, though 

they may be good for showing a draft or highlighting a particular section you are discussing 

in your reflection. Include a link to the final project at a minimum. 

• While an image gallery of screenshots can be a useful way of showing either details or larger 

context of a physical artifact, any text in an artifact must be visible and readable. If text that 

is part of a physical display cannot be readily seen in an image gallery, include a transcript or 

other representation. 

• Use screenshots to draw attention to details in web pages, posters, videos, drafts, etc. 

• Adding a circle or an arrow can help draw attention to a revision you discuss in your 

reflection. Photoshop, GIMP, or Skitch can help with this. 

OTHER TIPS 

• Do not include entire artifacts in your self-review essay as a visual or attachment. Instead, 

highlight a specific page/paragraph/element that you would like to draw attention to for your 

reader. 

• Make Word documents into PDFs and embed them in the site. Host the PDF on Google 

Drive and then embedded it using the PDF’s sharing ink and Canvas’s HTML/Embedded 

Content function. Make sure embedded PDFs take up a reasonable amount of visual space. A 

suggested addition to any PDF embed code includes:  <iframe src=“URL” width=“640” 

height=“480”></iframe> 
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• Beware of online video makers like PowToons and other digital animation systems. Yes, you 

can complete the video using a free trial of a software, but you’ll need that video again at the 

end of the semester, long after a 30-day trial has expired. The same applies to free trials 

available via Adobe. 

• In general, beware of software that is “free” but will add a HUGE watermark if you don’t 

pay, or won’t let you export your artifact without paying. 

SAMPLE  PORTFOLIOS 
While prior student examples provide inspiration, you should ensure that your portfolio’s content 

and design reflect your personal development during the individual course that you took. Online 

portfolio platforms offer large amounts of flexibility. Don’t be afraid to experiment with design 

and layout!  

SAMPLE PORTFOLIO  

FAQ:  PORTFOLIO DESIGN HOW-TO MATERIALS 
Please see the WCP Assessment website for a suite of support materials that will help you design 

and build your portfolio. You can find materials that support the following FAQ’s of Canvas 

portfolio design in both slideshow and video format:  

 

How do I create my ePortfolio and generate pages? 

How do I rename my ePortfolio?  

How do I embed Video into my Canvas ePortfolio? 

How do I embed .pdf files into my Canvas ePortfolio? 

How do I embed Google Docs into my Canvas ePortfolio? 

How do I embed live web pages into my Canvas ePortfolio? 

How do I embed .mp3 files into my Canvas ePortfolio? 

How do I embed Google Slideshows into my Canvas ePortfolio? 

How do I share my Canvas ePortfolio? 

 

 

 

  

 

https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/sample-portfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/category/how-to-slides/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/creating-portfolios-generating-pages/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/20/eportfolio-name-change/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/embedding-video-in-canvas-portfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/embedding-pdf-files-in-canvas-portfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/embedding-google-docs-in-canvas-portfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/embedding-live-web-pages-in-canvas-portfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/embedding-mp3-files-in-canvas-portfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2020/03/30/embedding-google-slideshows-in-canvas-eportfolios/
https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/2019/11/09/sharing-canvas-portfolios/
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USING CANVAS TO CREATE YOUR PORTFOLIO 

Canvas e-portfolios are a way for you to showcase your learning process. You’ll create 

individual pages (one for the self- review essay and one for each artifact) and then make a 

collection out of the pages—the multimodal reflection portfolio is that collection. 

Every Georgia Tech student has free access to Canvas at http://canvas.gatech.edu. 

SETTING UP A PORTFOLIO IN CANVAS 

To create your portfolio in Canvas, you first need to get started on your home screen. 

1. Click the “Account” icon located under the main menu tab on the upper left-hand side of 

the page. This icon resembles a person’s face. You should now see your name, followed 

by a short menu of options. 

2. Click on “ePortfolios,” which should be the last option on this menu. 

3. Click the “Create an ePortfolio” button on the upper right-hand corner of the screen. A 

new screen that reads “My ePortfolios” will appear, with an option to “Make an 

ePortfolio” in the center of the screen. Name your new e-portfolio using your FirstName 
LastName, the course number, and section letter. EXAMPLE: “GEORGEBURDELL1102-Z1 

REFLECTION PORTFOLIO.”  

4. Click the “Make ePortfolio” button. You should see a new screen with “Welcome to 

Your ePortfolio” at the top. 

CREATING PAGES 

Now that your portfolio is set up, you can start creating and adding artifact pages.  

1. Click the “Organize/Manage Pages” menu option on the right-hand side of your screen.  

2. Click on the existing “Welcome” page in the right-hand column and rename it something 

like “Reflective Essay” – this is the page where you will add your completed multimodal 

reflective essay.  

3.  Click the “Add Another Page” link below the existing page to create a new page in your 

ePortfolio. Title each page as you go – you may choose to start with titles like “Artifact 

1” and “Artifact 2” and then rename them something more specific later. Add as many 

pages as necessary. H INT:  YO UR PAGE  TITLE  SH O ULD CLE ARLY  INDICATE  TO  A PO TE NTIAL  

RE ADE R O F YO UR PO RTFO LIO  W H ICH  ARTIF ACT IS  INCLUDE D O N THE  PAGE .  
4. Click the yellow “Done Editing” button to finish creating your page(s).  

5. Click on the gear to the right of the page name to access additional editing options. The 

pencil will allow you to rename the page; the trash can will allow you to delete a page. 

You can also re-order the pages by selecting the “Move to” option.  

You’re now ready to start adding content! 

  

http://canvas.gatech.edu./
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ADDING CONTENT TO PAGES 

There are four content options available in Canvas: Rich Text Content, HTML/Embedded 

Content, Course Submission, and Image/File Upload.  

I M P O R T A N T :  D O  N O T  U S E  T H E  “CO U R S E  S U B M I S S I O N ”  O P T I O N  W H E N  

D E S I G N I N G  Y O U R  E - P O R T F O L I O !  

1. Click on the individual page that you’d like to edit.  

2. Choose the “Edit This Page” button on the right-hand side menu. 

3. On the right-hand side of your screen, you should see an “Add Content” menu. Choose 

one of these three options:  

a. Rich Text Content lets you enter text directly on your page and will give you the 

option to edit as you go. This is the default way to enter content. This feature also 

lets you modify formatting, size, and the appearance of text. It also lets you insert 

images and link to URLs. HINT: RICH TEXT IS IDEAL FOR YOUR REFLECTIVE ESSAY, 

INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPHS, AND BULLET POINT REFLECTIONS. 

b. HTML/Embedded Content allows you to link to media or embed media such as 

videos or podcasts within your portfolio. You may want to use this function to 

enhance the appearance of your site or contribute relevant content to your 

portfolio. HINT: HTML/EMBEDDED CONTENT IS IDEAL FOR YOUTUBE VIDEOS AND 

GOOGLE-HOSTED DOCUMENTS. 

c. Image/File Upload will let you attach additional work such as essay drafts or 

peer reviews. HINT: IMAGE/FILE UPLOAD IS IDEAL FOR SCREENSHOTS OF PROCESS 

DOCUMENTS. 

4. Each time you add content, you need to add a new content box. If you have several files 

to upload, for instance, you will need to create a new content box each time. This rule 

applies for all of the content types. 

5. You can move content boxes/rearrange the order by hovering over the top left corner of 

the box and clicking down on the arrow icon to move. The boxes have a drag-and-drop 

function for reordering. 

6. You can delete any content at any time by selecting the trash icon to the right of the 

content label. 

The “Preview” option will let you see if the page appears the way you want. 

Be sure to click the “Save Page” regularly! 
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SUBMITTING AND SHARING YOUR PORTFOLIO 

IMPORTANT:  IF YO U SUBMIT TH E  PO RTF O LIO INCORRE CTLY ,  SO  TH AT YO UR INSTRUCTO R IS  

UNABLE  TO  ACCE SS  IT ,  O R H AVE  INCO RRE CT SE TTINGS O N YO UR PO RTF O LIO SO TH AT YO UR 

INSTRUC TO R IS  UNABLE  TO  ACCE SS  IT ,  YO UR INSTRUCTO R MAY PE NALIZ E  YO U ACCO RDING TO  TH E 

PO LIC IE S  L ISTE D IN TH E SYLLABUS ,  INCLUDING ASS IGNING A Z E RO  F O R THE  ASS IGNME NT . 

You will need to share your ePortfolio with your instructor. Your instructor cannot access 

your e-portfolio until you have submitted it correctly. You must access your e-portfolio in order 

to find the private sharing link. 

1. Log onto Canvas and click on your name in the top right-hand menu. 

2. Select “ePortfolios” from your profile page on the left side bar.  

3. Click on the name of the portfolio you need to share with your instructor.  

4. Scroll down to find the link that says: “Copy and share this link to give others access to 

your private e-Portfolio.” (see screenshot below)  

5.  Copy link and paste it into the Canvas assignment submission area on your course site. 

Submit that assignment to your professor as you normally would.  

IMPORTANT:  WH ILE  CANVAS ALLO W S YO U TO  CO NTINUE  UPDA TING YO UR PO RTF O LIO  AF TE R 

SUBMIT TING  TH E  L INK ,  PLE ASE  NO TE TH AT ANY E DITING O F TH E PO RTF O LIO AF TE R THE  

SUBMISS IO N DE ADLINE  W ILL  BE  CO NSIDE RE D A VIO LATIO N O F  THE  GE O RGIA TE CH HO NO R CO DE 

AND MAY BE  RE F E RRE D TO  THE  OF F ICE OF  STUDE NT INTE GRITY .  

 
 
 
 

SCREENSHOT 1: CANVAS EPORTFOLIO SHARING LINK 
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HELP  AND TROUBLESHOOTING 

 

FUNCTIONALITY 

If you come across an issue with Canvas functionality, please first consult: 

• WCP Assessment How-To Support Docs 

• the self-help pages at canvas.gatech.edu OR 

• the 24/7 help desk at http://canvas.gatech.edu/247-canvas-help-desk. 

As with all online platforms, Canvas performs better in some internet browsers than others. If 

you are experiencing functionality issues, consider trying a different browser (Firefox is 

recommended).  

If the situation continues, contact your instructor as soon as possible, letting them know as many 

details about the issue as possible. They will work together with you, with WCP staff, and with 

technical support staff to get the issue corrected as quickly as possible. 

 

PAGE DESIGN  

ACCESS 

• When embedding or linking to any form of external media (Google Doc, YouTube video, 

Prezi), set the permissions in the original application (i.e., Google Docs, YouTube) to allow 

an outside reader (including your instructor) to be able to access your artifact. This most 

often means allowing anyone with the link to read/view the artifact. 

• Double-check access: Send the link to your portfolio to ask a friend or classmate and ask 

them to open your links to ensure they are able to view all of your embedded content. 

DESIGNING SECTIONS FOR READABILITY 

• Use the Rich Text Content Editor tool to create separate sections/headers for each part of 

your artifact page. These sections/headers should be called Introduction, Artifact, Process 

Documents, and Reflection and should ideally match your sub-menu on the right. This will 

help improve the navigation capabilities of your portfolio. 

• Any embedded media should have a caption or label associated with it. Be consistent with 

your labeling (Figure 1, Figure 2) and provide context appropriate for readers who were not 

in the classroom with you on a daily basis. 

EMBEDDING ITEMS (IMAGES) 

• Click on the Image/File Upload tool on the portfolio page that you’re working on. You 

should now see 2 options listed. Click on “Choose File” to upload a file directly from your 

computer. 

• Click “Select/Upload File.” 

• Click on the “Rich Text Content” tool to add information associated with your image, like a 

title, caption, or contextual information.  

• Click “Save Page” and you should now see your image and text together on the page. 

https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/category/how-to-slides/
https://canvas.gatech.edu/247-canvas-help-desk
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EMBEDDING ITEMS (VIDEOS from a service such as YouTube) 

• Copy the embed code for the video that you would like to add to your page. The embed code 

is available on YouTube under the “Share” menu. 

• Go to the Canvas page on which you would like to embed the video. 

• Click on the “HTML/Embedded Content” tool. 

• Paste the embed code from step 1 in the box that appears.  

• Add any reflections and/or additional content using the Rich Text Content tool. 

EMBEDDING ITEMS (PDFs from Google DOCS) 

• Click on the file that you would like to embed in Google docs. 

• Click on the 3 vertical dots in the upper right-hand corner for more action options. 

• Choose “Open in New Window.” 

• Choose “Share” and then “Advanced.” 

• Change link sharing to “Public on the Web” for any document you might wish to embed.  

• Click “Save.” 

• Click the 3 vertical dots again and choose “Embed Item.”  

• Highlight and copy the HTML code. 

• Click on the “HTML/Embedded Content” tool on your Canvas page. 

• Paste the embed code from step 6 in the box that appears and resize if necessary by adjusting 

the code. For example: <iframe src=“URL” width=“640” height=“480”></iframe> 

• Save page. 

EMBEDDING ITEMS (PREZIS) 

• Make sure to have both the Canvas page and your Prezi open for easy access.  

• Get a “View Link” for your Prezi. This option can be found through “Share” in edit mode or 

“Link to this presentation” in view mode. 

• In Canvas, in the Rich Text Editor box, click the “Insert media” button. 

• In the “Embed” tab, type in <iframe width="550" 

height="400" src="your_view_link/embed" webkitallowfullscreen="1" mozallowfullscreen=

"1" allowfullscreen="1"></iframe>  

• Replace your_view_link with the view link you acquired in Step 2. 

• Click OK. 

For additional help and troubleshooting, see the WCP Assessment Website Help Pages. Also, 

Canvas has a robust online help community and a series of FAQ guides related to their e-

Portfolio system. Your instructor and peers may also have helpful suggestions on best practices 

for embedding different kinds of media into your Canvas portfolio, so be sure to ask!  

 

https://wcpassessment.lmc.gatech.edu/category/how-to-videos/
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10701#jive_content_id_ePortfolios
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